
1. The Scottish Crannog

Centre is an authentic

recreation of an ancient loch-

dwelling. Imagine a round

house in the middle of a loch

with a thatched roof, on

stilts. A reconstruction of an

Iron Age loch dwelling, you

can tour the Crannog to see

how life used to be 2,600

years ago. Upon your return

to shore, have a go at a

variety of Iron Age crafts;

see if you can grind the

grain, drill through the stone

or make fire through wood

friction. 

2. Scone Palace was

renowned as the traditional

crowning place of Scottish

kings, as the capital of the

Pictish kingdom and centre

of the ancient Celtic Church.

Nowadays, the great

house and its beautiful

accompanying grounds

are home to the Earls of

Mansfield, and offer an

ideal day out.

3. Visit the Loch of the

Lowes between April and

August and there’s every

chance you’ll encounter its

famous nesting ospreys.

The Scottish Wildlife Trust’s

visitor centre provides

interpretation on the birds,

which migrate to Scotland

from their winter homes in

West Africa. There are also

telescopes and binoculars

on hand to give you a better

view. Between October and

March, the nature reserve is

worth visiting for the sheer

numbers of wildfowl which

are present. 

4. The Famous Grouse

Experience is housed

within Glenturret, Scotland’s

oldest malt whisky distillery.

This is an interactive

attraction where visitors can

familiarise themselves with

this renowned tipple and the

brand that accompanies it!

As well as a tour of the

production areas, you can

enjoy a unique audio-visual

presentation which gives

a grouse’s eye view of

Scotland, and delicious

food. 

5. Glengoulandie

Country Park is located in

the beautiful shelter of

Schiehallion, one of

Scotland’s best known and

most popular mountains.

The park is the perfect

environment to be home to

a beautiful herd of red deer.

With fishing and an adventure

play area also available, this

is a lovely escape for the

whole family and an ideal

location for setting up camp

with a site right next door.
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Walking and cycling

Water sports

Nature

Perthshire’s great outdoors
provide a wonderful backdrop
for camping and caravanning.
There is an abundance of high
quality sites throughout the area.
Check out visitscotland.com
for more details
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Perthshire
ESSENCE OF SCOTLAND

FCS: Forestry Commission Scotland
NTS: National Trust for Scotland

Bestriding the Highland Boundary Fault and offering some of Scotland’s finest built and natural
attractions, Perthshire is the perfect spot for a break, demonstrated by its continued popularity.
Whether you are outdoor enthusiasts, budding historians or naturalists, or simply fans of sitting
back and soaking up glorious scenery, you’ll find something to your taste here in the heart of
Scotland. Ride the River Tummel on a whitewater rafting trip, follow in the footsteps of Mary,
Queen of Scots at Loch Leven or meet the Famous Grouse at Crieff. The choice is yours…
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BIG TREE COUNTRY

Among its many other attractions,

Perthshire can boast some of the most

remarkable trees and woodlands anywhere

in Europe. Its forests, woods and country

gardens offer an unsurpassed assortment

of glorious greenery that is the home to

many different species of wildlife. Here

you’ll discover Europe’s oldest tree in

Fortingall Churchyard, the world’s highest

hedge and one of Britain’s tallest trees at

the Hermitage by Dunkeld.

Britain’s tallest tree
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24. A colourful Victorian

town, surrounded by

mountains, Pitlochry is

a must for any visitor to

the area. Restored

Victorian buildings offer

a variety of gift and craft

shops, many of which

take their inspiration

from the surrounding

landscape.

25. The town which

inspired Sir Walter Scott

to pen ‘The Fair Maid of

Perth’, the market town

of Perth is home to

long established family

businesses and

specialist retailers.

26. For many, no trip to

Scotland is complete

without visiting the

House of Bruar. One

of Scotland’s most

prestigious stores it

brings together a host of

Scottish delights from

the very best country

clothing, luggage and

books to a garden shop

selling a wide range of

gifts. There is a fabulous

food hall and even a

restaurant and ice

cream parlour.

11. On the A9, half a mile north of
Dunkeld, you’ll find The Hermitage.
A beautiful walk along the banks of the
River Braan takes you to the focal point,
Ossian’s Hall, set in a picturesque gorge
and overlooking Black Linn Falls. Ask the
local rangers for advice or read the display
panels as you pass amidst the huge
Douglas Firs en route. (NTS, FCS)

12. Killiecrankie, just north of
Pitlochry, is known for two reasons –
the first being its battle in 1689 and the
second being its status as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest. The visitor
centre has a seasonal interactive wildlife
display and, together with the café and
shop, makes for an interesting stop.
There’s nothing quite like the real thing
though and it’s well worth getting out on
to the path and into the terrific scenery to
see what you can for yourself. (NTS)

(Shop & café are seasonal)

13. Revered in poetry by the national
bard, Robert Burns, the Birks of
Aberfeldy (‘birks’ being the old Scots
for birch trees) line a short walk alongside
the Moness Burn, reached from a car
park on the Crieff road. A circular path
leads to a beautiful waterfall, where birds
and flowers are abundant.

14. The Black Wood of Rannoch is
one of the few remaining areas of the
original Caledonian pine forest that
covered the majority of Scotland. The
wood is an important site for capercaillie
and Scottish Natural Heritage aims to
extend the Black Wood by removing the
non-native trees to encourage a return
to its natural state. (FCS)
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15. Drummond Trout Farm and Fishery – Fish fans

are in for a treat at Drummond Trout Farm, by Comrie,

where the farm shop stocks multiple smoked trout

products. Visitors can try their hand at fishing in one of 6

on-site pools. Watch out for fellow fisher-folk – ospreys

and kingfishers! 

16. Scottish Liqueur Centre offers visitors the

opportunity to browse through an unrivalled selection of

own-recipe whisky-based liqueurs and other Scottish

produce, including confectionery, honeys, wines and beers.

Located in the picturesque village of Bankfoot, 8 miles

north of Perth, hand-crafted jewellery and other local

products are also available.

17. A family-run business, sample the local produce of

field and hedgerow at Cairn o’ Mhor Wines in Errol.

Scottish fruit wines, made from local berries, flowers and

leaves, combine to make a truly unique end product.

Explore the winery through one of the on site tours before

undertaking a tasting session!

18. Edradour

Distillery – Scotland’s

smallest malt whisky

distillery can be found

in the Highland foothills

just to the east of

Pitlochry. Built in the

early 19th century,

Edradour is the only

remaining ‘farm’

distillery in Perthshire

and sometimes seems to have barely changed in the 170

years of its existence. Visitors can enjoy a guided tour of

the production areas, before relaxing with a wee dram of

the amber nectar. £
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6. Blair Castle, the stunningly situated ancient
seat of the Dukes and Earls of Atholl, is a five-star
castle experience. The unmistakeable white façade
is visible from the A9 just north of Blair Atholl.
Dating back 740 years, the castle has played a part
in some of Scotland’s most tumultuous events but
today is a relaxing and fascinating place.

7. Dunkeld & Birnam are twin villages located
12 miles north of Perth. Dunkeld is home to a
magnificent (though partly ruined) cathedral, built on
the spot which Kenneth MacAlpine proclaimed as
the ecclesiastical capital of Scotland in 850. Birnam
has connections with Shakespeare’s Macbeth, and
was a childhood holiday haunt of Beatrix Potter,
with a garden named in her honour. 

8. Built in the early 15th century, Loch Leven
Castle can be found situated within the water of
Loch Leven. Access to this unique attraction is by
boat from the main pier opposite the Kirkgate Park.
Bearing a fascinating past, Mary, Queen of Scots
was imprisoned here in 1567 but dramatically
escaped the following year. (HS) 

9. Described as one of Europe’s finest formal
gardens, Drummond Gardens date back to
1630 when Myline’s sundial was placed in position.
An extremely popular garden, Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert visited in 1842 and described it as
‘really very fine, with terraces, like an old French
garden’. 

10. Kinross House Gardens – Magnificent
formal gardens laid out and planted between
1679 and 1685, and restored in the 20th century.
A formal rose garden, yew hedges and trees,
together with herbaceous borders and the fine
statuary, define the garden today. £
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19. Based near Aberfeldy, Highland Adventure Safaris offer
unique Land Rover safaris to experience rare Highland wildlife
amidst stunning scenery. Bring the great outdoors closer with
one of these exciting safaris for a fun day out! 

20. Pitlochry Golf Course lies in the shadow of Ben Vrackie
to the north of Pitlochry. This 18-hole heathland course is almost
100 years old and is widely acclaimed as one of the most
scenic in Britain. Book tee times in advance. Tel: 01796 472792

21. Splash White Water Rafting in Aberfeldy, offers river
outings to suit all tastes and abilities. With further rock and water-
based activities, it cannot fail to entertain the thrill-seeker.

22. Escape Routes bike hire in Pitlochry are happy to provide
you with the transport for your day out. With easy parking
nearby, you can hop on 2 wheels here and follow a path that
Escape Routes can plan for you – choices include some of the
stunning local wildlife or a handy snack stop for lunch.

23. Dunolly Adventure Outdoors offer an amazing
adrenaline rush with its range of adventurous activities. Hoist
your way up the indoor climbing wall or hit the waves in a white
water raft. For something a little more leisurely, you can hire
mountain bikes and take to the inspirational Perthshire scenery.
Their location in the beautiful village of Aberfeldy means that
when you feel that you've finally run out of steam, you have a
good selection of eateries on your doorstep! £
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27. Queen’s View, Loch Tummel, although a favourite spot of Queen

Victoria, was actually named after Isabella, wife of King Robert the Bruce.

The viewpoint is well signposted from the A9 just north of Pitlochry and there

is a fascinating visitor centre and café. (FCS)

28. View from the Knock, Crieff – From the car parks above Crieff Hydro

Hotel, paths lead up to the top of the hill known as the Knock. From here you

can view the Perthshire Highlands and Lowlands, dramatically demonstrating

the Highland Boundary Fault.

29. Blair Castle and the hills beyond as seen from the A9 complete a

stunning view. A layby north of the Blair Atholl turning gives visitors a fantastic

photo opportunity.

OUTSTANDING VIEWS
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